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DOCK-TO-GROUND 

Dock-to-Ground ramps are ideal for use in material handling situations where freight needs to travel from the grade level to 

dock height.  Ramp widths can range from 60-inches to 12-feet wide.  Capacities can range from 12,000 lbs. to 80,000 lbs.  

The ramps are designed to be installed quickly and can accommodate just about any unique loading application.  Unlike    

concrete ramps, our dock-to ground ramps can be relocated when needed.   

15” LIP-– The ramp is designed with a 15-inch lip that 

rests on the dock.  This design allows the ramp to flex 

as loads move up and down the ramp. 

LOW END PLATE – 36” long.   Approach plate is beveled 

from the underside to provide a smooth ground-level 

entry, eliminating jolts and bumps when forklifts travel 

on and off the ramp. 



HANDRAILS– Handrails can be added to any ramp at any 

length required.  42-inch in high split handrail are   

constructed in all steel.  Reflective tape is added for 

additional safety. 

SOLID/PNEUMATIC TIRES - Premium 18” tires can be 

added to most dock-to-ground ramps.   The solid tires 

are maintenance free. The tires are ideal if the ramp 

needs to be moved. 

CHAINS/BRACKETS– Chains and brackets are provided 

on every dock-to-ground ramp.  Once the brackets 

and chains are securely fastened to the face of the 

dock the ramp is ready for use.   

DECK GRATING AND CURB – Grating is constructed  

of electro-forged serrated steel for superior strength 

and traction.  Seven inch curb height prevents          

accidental vehicle runoff.  

CUSTOM RAMP -  Custom ramps can be designs for 

special applications.  Special applications may include 

low clearance vehicles, wide vehicles or dock aprons. 
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RAMP TO PLATFORM - A dock-to-ground can be      

attached to any size platform.  This can create an      

instant loading dock facility 
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